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Faclan 

 

 

 

 

Dr James Hilliard Anderson, had been born 1945, in Inverness, Scotland. In 2084, aged 

139, he became the first fully functioning HumaDroid. Some years later he chose to rename 

himself ‘Seamus Andersonoid’, a practice which became common at ‘conversion’. Even before his 

conversion Seamus Andersonoid had been planning to live forever and to establish his authority 

on the world. Later, as the opportunity arose, he expunged all trace of his former self from 

the Janis records, adding to the many myths as to his origin, tales which he encouraged as his 

power grew.  

 

Soon after 2084, others of a like mind took the risk and HumaDroids of various designs 

became more numerous. However, down through subsequent years only a brave and determined 

few would choose this path for continuation by submitting themselves to the extreme pain and 

uncertainty of the bioregenesis ordeal necessary to regenerate the human brain required at 

intervals of seventy years.  

  

From the outset, these HumaDroids were physically stronger and, as they evolved over the 

centuries, they became more devious and more patient than the generations of humans with 

whom they competed for power and control. It proved an uneven contest. Eventually the 

breeding stock of pure humans withered and died out, as the Janis records proved.  

 

As his 1070th birthday approached, Seamus Andersonoid had become mentally tired, dulled 

by sameness and weary of almost everything. Now that he had at last found his special one, he 

must act to bring his centuries old project to fruition and seize the initiative from his arch-

rival, Felix Montgolfieroid.  

 

His current pre-emptive, unplanned bioregenesis was known only to a secret partitioned 

area of the Janis supercomputer and to Don-Angi his android manservant or ghillie. Hopefully 

this renewal would restore his libido to full vigour, necessary for the execution of the initiation 

of his New World Mission.  

 

He must not disappoint her: that would spoil everything. 

 

      oo0oo 

 

The countdown ended at midnight, 20th May, 3015. 
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His regenerated brain, the last human remnant of the long-forgotten Jim Anderson, had 

now completed a full stem cell replication. With the bioregenesis over, the Neuro-Surgoid-36 

robot removed Seamus’s brain from the biomagnesis flow-stream, allowed the fluid to drain, 

then began the equally painful insertion and re-connection process into his android skull.  

 

In a separate parallel process, this skull had also been refurbished by a team of 

technodroids, under Don-Angi’s supervision. The large face was of a Viking, with proud features 

under a thatch of wiry gold-blonde hair with ruddy fair skin and piercing sky-blue eyes. His 

appearance was fearsome rather than handsome: imperious, haughty, and dismissive; and quite 

different from the small ferret-like face of the original and diminutive Jim Anderson.   

 

Three hours later, Seamus smiled.  Or perhaps it was a grimace.  

 

He opened his Droid eyes.  

 

Above him a remote monitoring lens, part of the surveillance network serving the Janis 

overlord computer system, scanned his face and caught Seamus’s near field communications 

digital emission. In response, the Janis registry projected the requested document file onto 

the retina of his outer left eye, his reading port. The page opened and at his bidding. As it 

scrolled Seamus checked the current locations and activities of the other twenty-three 

members of his Charisma Council. Throughout this sixty-day period, Seamus Andersonoid’s 

secret duplicate/substitute, a modified super-android codenamed Seamus-Too had performed 

his duties as Faclan (Leader) in his place. 

 

As expected, only Felix was adrift. Seamus Andersonoid’s smile was real now but fleeting. 

Although in theory as their Faclan he had total control over Janis, after such a long outage, 

Felix might have found a way to access her Master Program.  

 

‘Welcome back, Faclan. And which body will you be wearing?’ transmitted Don-Angi. 
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Don-Angi 
 

 

Donald Angus (Don-Angi) MacLennan was a class one personal servant android, the eighty-

ninth iteration of his clan line. The first Don-Angi had been a rather crude version, developed 

in 2018 for the then seventy-three- year old Jim Anderson, initially to perform the duties of 

a personal carer. This first Don-Angi had allowed Jim Anderson to continue to live 

independently as he fought his long battle with Multiple Sclerosis. The early work on androids 

had been funded by The Margaret Miller Foundation and pioneered by the Russian defector 

Dymitri Dryonov, the man better known to the public as Professor Derek Dysart, head of the 

Strath-Glasgow Centre for Prosthetics and Assisted Living in Later Life. 

 

Like many personal-servant androids, Don-Angi gave the appearance of an ordinary man; 

medium height and of slight of build, with dark hair streaked with grey and a weathered 

complexion, his soft grey-blue eyes spoke of kindly understanding and sad intelligence. By 

design, his face, the Hebridean lilt of his baritone voice and his body language combined to 

evoke trust. One word could have summarized him: avuncular - the maternal uncle, loving and 

kind.  

 

Don-Angi waited in silence for his Faclan’s reply. In his present condition Seamus 

Andersonoid was still highly vulnerable and Don-Angi would remain at Readiness Category One, 

as he had done during the preceding two months.  If required, the android would transform 

instantly into a lethal killing machine, deploying physical, chemical or electro-magnetic force to 

protect his owner. 

 

Long hours passed ad still Seamus Andersonoid remained silent. After his long outage, he 

had many things to consider and review in order to confirm his momentous decision.  

 

Centre stage was what Felix might be doing.  

 

Of itself time meant nothing to the android who waited for his master to respond. 
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Felix 
 

 

 

Felix Montgolfieroid was now the only other HumaDroid left in the Milky Way Galaxy. 

 

Although no one had seen him for decades, Felix had not ‘flat-lined’, as his Janis stats 

revealed, demonstrating his most annoying trait - his persistence.  

 

Seamus knew his rival was a lost cause: Felix’s cerebral corruption had taken root in 2097, 

following a microlight flying accident. In this era the new issue of super-intelligent artificial 

limbs had been unknowingly infected with a scrap of software called Zalinda@. This software 

was a simplistic self-learning routine developed originally to monitor and delete unused files in 

the old WWW Internet system. Poor old Felix, thought Seamus; computerised dementia was 

almost certain to be his end as Zalinda@ continued its unthinking work of deleting and tidying, 

like an assiduous housewife of old. 

 

The Janis activity log during the period Seamus-Too had presided over the Charisma 

Council showed Felix had remained cloistered in his laboratory. The Janis monitoring files 

showed he was still pursuing his centuries’ long pet project to create and rear ‘New Humans’, 

as Felix liked to call them. His concept was to use the original DNA records from the Great 

Human Archive. Reassuringly, Seamus knew Felix’s project was doomed: these DNA records 

had been corrupted in the Second Cyber-War of 2163, as recorded in Googlistory. Thankfully, 

Felix was either unaware of this or had chosen to ignore it, persisting his hopeless obsession. 

Helpfully, Felix had always been an ‘Active Experiential Researcher’, after the approach of the 

gentlemen scientists of the pre-industrial era when experiments were conducted on a whim, 

such as draining the blood from one human and pumping it into another. This was a trait Seamus 

had encouraged by strongly opposing it. 

    

There was another highly secret reason for the period of relative calm during the 

undetected absence of their true Chair. Seamus had long ago successfully ‘chipped’ the 

remaining members of the Council. This had taken over two hundred years of careful plotting. 

In defiance of its rational self, a HumaDroid will often succumb to a strong bio-genetic 

imperative and seek to avoid or minimize necessary pain. Using various ploys, Seamus had lured 

them one by offering a new and secret pain-free version of bioregenesis. This procedure had 

converted the others into biddable versions of their old HumaDroid selves, akin to his 

substitute self, Seamus-Too. And, like Seamus-Too, these chipped Charisma Councillors were 

programmed to respond as if they were real, strutting about, issuing edicts, countermanding 

each other, demanding emergency meetings, plotting in cabals against each other and their 

Faclan and causing familiar confusion among their android servants and the hordes of lesser 

androids and technodroids which sustained them. 
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Felix had not responded to these blandishments to take the pain-free path to renewal. His 

brain seemed oblivious to this form of subversion, probably a side effect of the highly resistant 

Zalinda@ cookie embedded at his brain/Droid interface.  Despite what he now read in these 

latest files, Seamus knew it was always possible the Janis supercomputer had been corrupted. 

If this had happened, they were all doomed, including his precious clans of humans hidden on 

The Nuists. Without rigid control from Janis, everything would slowly wind down and eventually 

there would be perpetual nothingness, ending the hope of a ‘true human’ renaissance.   

 

The exact timescale to reach this apogee had proved difficult to determine because every 

detail must be kept from Janis. This had forced him to rely on a vintage HP-Dell Vantis tablet 

from 2223, a device which had survived undetected only because its GPS/Wi-Fi card had been 

flawed during original manufacture. With Don-Angi’s help, Seamus had repaired and upgraded 

it, making it suitable for its new purpose.  

 

He had originally expected his special one to be a male but when the girl child had been 

born, he had recognised her immediately.  As she grew he watched her develop, learned of her 

spirit and knew he had been right.  These last years had been filled with a growing anticipation 

which had come to dominate his mind, driving him to this moment. 

 

On his last mid-summer visit on the previous year he had allowed the Vantis tablet to fall 

into the heather, as if by accident.  

 

As he had predicted, she had found it, confirmed when it transmitted its message to him. 

Its further transmissions had confirmed what he already hoped for - with each passing day, 

she had edged closer to solving the puzzles he had set her which, when solved, would open it 

fully to reveal his records embedded in the Vantis tablet. These would show her she was his 

chosen one, the natural leader he had waited long centuries for, the one he thought of as 

Destiny’s Child. Now at last he would have someone worthy and brave enough to carry forward 

his flame. 

 

Seamus returned from his reverie. Renewed, re-vitalised, and hopefully restored to full 

virility, he calculated it would need only a few final months on The Nuists, now he was sure his 

special one had arrived at last.  

 

oo0oo 

 

At first glance Marianne had thought the Vantis was merely a flat, heart-shaped grey 

stone. She had been hoping for something more interesting. When she reached to pick it up, 

she was surprised by its lightness, and by its warmth. It was these two features which had 

made her decide to keep it and she had slipped it into the pocket of her dress, keeping it a 

secret from everyone but her collie Flit.  
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Winning 
 

 

 

When Dr J.H. Anderson had first contracted MS in his late forties, back in the twentieth 

century, he knew the odds were stacked against him as medical science had no cure for the 

wasting disease. Anderson decided to fight his illness. His first step was to use Neuro-Linguist 

Programming to remind himself that, despite his lack of physical stature and his taciturn 

nature, he had always been successful at whatever he had set his mind to. He told himself 

repeatedly he was a winner, an attitude which would shape his life over the next millennium.  

 

During those first years this ‘mind over matter’ approach did not go according to plan. He 

fought vigorously against a slow decline until he was nearly immobile, dependent on a go-

anywhere wheelchair which docked inside a battery operated four-wheel drive car which he 

controlled using a using a combination of voice controls, eye scanning sensors and minute 

changes in pressure from his withered right hand.  

 

Eventually, Anderson was alone, his wife dead. A workaholic, he had never been close to his 

estranged daughter, a vet who had immigrated to New Zealand immediately on graduating. 

After a long fractious battle with the NHS, he had been forced to retire from his career as a 

rural GP. His new plan was to use his remaining years to evaluate every medication or treatment 

which might result in a cure. Surfing the then burgeoning internet, he discovered the Dysart 

Foundation. By dint of his persistence and after a long negotiation with Professor Dysart, Dr 

Jim was gifted an early version of the android which evolved into Don-Angi. Jim Anderson 

proved pro-active and working with the development team, rapid progress was made in the 

design and software developed for the first series of androids with acceptable human 

characteristics. With the android’s help, Dr Jim fought on with limited success. Each promised 

‘breakthrough’ in the search for a cure for advanced MS proved to be another false dawn. With 

old friends and his extended family now gone, he was increasingly lonely. He had grown to resent 

his high dependency on the android Don-Angi who provided him with a form of assisted living 

he had grown to despise.  

 

In 2038, on his 93rd birthday Dr J.H. Anderson made the most significant decision of his 

life. With little to lose, he offered himself to The Dysart Foundation. He knew the risks, but 

he had always been a winner, he reminded himself. Jim Anderson was the Dysart Foundation’s 

first success with their Full Body Replacement Therapy (FBRT) program. At those early days, 

the word HumaDroid was around but considered to be derogatory. In this first iteration of his 

new life, Dr Jim had been engineered to have the appearance of his old self, aged 45, small and 

wiry, with a full head of reddish brown hair and a wispy goatee beard.  

 

Regrettably, the first version of the HumaDroid Jim Anderson was a pathetic shadow of 

later versions: it proved to be slow, prone to freezing, sometimes for days or weeks at a time, 

requiring many painful neurological adjustments to be made. The FBRT body which Anderson 
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had been given had so many faults he was forced and he spent much of his new ‘life’ in the 

Dysart laboratories as a patient. Dr Jim’s unique status did not last long. The Dysart bandwagon 

began to roll out other FBRT successes and Anderson was quickly side-lined in favour of more 

‘attractive’ and more successful newcomers. His main importance to the development team was 

he was still alive while some of the others on the FBRT program had now ceased to function, 

mainly through errors in the wiring of the brain/machine interface module. Over many decades 

of development new techniques evolved. Lead researchers came and went but Jim Anderson 

was always there, at the heart of everything, participating in the research, enduring the pain 

of multiple remedial procedures, learning from both sides of the intricacies of Dysart’s grand 

experiment. 

 

Slowly, largely by trial and error, Jim Anderson the HumaDroid, the brain with the winning 

mentality, gradually improved until in 2084 a fully functioning and reliable version of the 

HumaDroid was eventually evolved. Indeed, this version, with heated fluids circulating under 

its skin and with ability to enjoy sex with humans and even to procreate, became an overnight 

sensation, dominating news headlines. Jim Anderson was courted by the rich and famous and, 

as his story of success against the odds spread rapidly, it became imbued with myth, most 

invented. To fuel the flame of publicity he renamed himself - Seamus Andersonoid had arrived.  

 

In scientific journals and in the media the word HumaDroid was resurrected and openly 

promoted. It became generally accepted that Professor Derek Dysart, now long dead, had been 

correct. From the outset Dysart had asserted the original human design was clearly inefficient 

if its primary aim was to sustain human brain-life. Dysart had long argued nature’s design for 

the human body was not intended to last more than about a ten or so decades. Further, being 

fully human meant being exposed to the high risks of error inherent at each cell replication 

required to renew and repair the tissues and blood cells required to sustain a viable living human 

body.  

 

The logic of a HumaDroid existence and its advantages was no longer a freak show novelty 

and became widely accepted by the medical fraternity. To aspire to become a HumaDroid was 

seen as a legitimate goal although it was an open secret that many aspirants did not survive the 

conversion process. Others met only with partial success and required to be terminated after 

a few months or years of painful failure. Those willing to accept the risks and who could afford 

the costly procedures were required to sign a version of a living will donating their current 

wealth to the Dysart Foundation prior to rebirth conversion. Some critics claimed the aspirants 

were signing their own ‘death warrants’.  

 

Most of the surgery was being done by robots, and over time success rates improved. With 

Professor Jim Anderson now leading the re-vitalised Dysart team, he established the mantra: 

“with a regime of attentive care and renewal of worn components, HumaDroids can persist 

forever”. To promote his new breed of HumaDroids, Seamus re-designed himself into a first 

version of his now tall Viking self, exhibiting himself as ‘proof of concept’ and renaming himself 

boldly as Seamus Andersonoid.  
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The Holy Grail of eternal life beckoned. Having learned the lessons of the past, 

Andersonoid decided to ‘attack’ by boldly and shamelessly promoting himself as the world’s 

first true ‘HumaDroid’ leader. New laws were introduced to give HumaDroids equal status with 

humans. Within a decade he succeeded in getting elected to the what was then called the World 

Council. Later he would change its format and re-name it the Charisma Council. 

 

Being the first HumaDroid who looked and behaved like a winner brought powerful 

opportunities. Seamus Andersonoid exploited his status to build synergies with the top people 

at Googlopoly. This small and elite band used the title Googlists, a protected name. Soon Seamus 

was invited to become a Googlist and took on responsibility for ‘Health Improvement for 

Humans. Under his guidance gradual improvements in the overall health and behaviour of the 

world’s human population resulted, attributed in part to subliminal messages ‘flashed’ 

repeatedly to everyone who used the internet. This was, in effect, a digital form of Neuro-

Linguistic Programming, the method which had proved so powerful for the former Jim 

Anderson. 

 

Despite the constant bombardment of these NLP messages, the population of ‘true humans’ 

continued to decline, slowly at first and then at an alarming rate. This was due partly to the 

stress on the human body caused by an increasingly hostile weather envelope and its effects 

on the polluted surfaces of Terropolis but also by the rise of new and virulent strains of viruses 

which proved resistant to medical treatments. The project sparked a deep interest in eugenics 

and, acting on his own authority, he established a worldwide database of human health records 

which he used to find clusters of populations with the strongest gene pools. It was this work 

which enabled him to seek out and track those he would in time use in his grand project.  

 

As the numbers of humans continued to decline, the human Googlists died out, most afraid 

to offer themselves for bio-renewal as HumaDroids. Of the original Googlists, only Felix and 

Seamus lived on. Down through the centuries of the third millennium these two HumaDroids 

fought long and hard for supremacy.  
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Aquopolis and Terropolis 
 

 

 

In secret, and to protect themselves from the increasing dangers of Terropolis, Seamus, 

Felix and other leading HumaDroids of that era created Aquopolis which they established as a 

secure colony from which the World Council could operate in safety. As Googlistory could show, 

Seamus Andersonoid gradually went on to take charge of Googlopoly, eventually morphing it 

into the first version of the Charisma Council.  

 

Aquopolis, the domain of Janis, was a mini-city comprising a vast ramshackle multi-pod 

conglomeration hovering three hundred meters below the waves, suspended from a huge 

mushroom float. Its location varied to suit the requirements of the Oceanic Mining Control 

Centre (OMCC). This automated industrial complex sent out underwater robot drones mine ores 

and other trace elements from the seabed, materials required to sustain the renewal of the 

HumaDroid bodies and the repair and development of the various androids (personal servants), 

technodroids (such as the Neuro-Surgoid-36) and simpler robots which supported the 

HumaDroids and kept Aquopolis functioning.  

 

Above the waves was known as Terropolis, the domain of the Mavis supercomputer, her 

androids, satellites, technodroids and robots. Gone were the days of hoping to retrieve Old 

Earth from the effects of mass industrial exploitation of her land resources and the damage 

this had caused to the fragile biosphere. Nowadays Mavis and her team of androids, 

technodroids and robots we dedicated primarily to searching the remains of the ravaged 

Terropolis for energy outlets and ores to sustain Aquopolis. In practice her offerings were 

meagre, always insufficient. Accordingly, Janis found what she needed by searching the depths 

of the oceans, sending out a stream of submarine mining robots. 

 

Unknown to the Charisma Council, Mavis had long ago been re-programmed by Seamus to 

download data and images to Janis on a highly selected basis. Most of this information was 

historical, retrieved and re-woven from her archives of centuries before. The current 

prediction from Mavis was the present magnetic storm was due to end in three hundred and 

thirteen years. If the Councillors had paid proper attention, they would have realised this 

predicted time-span decreased and increased on a random basis. 

 

‘Life’ below the waves must be lived according to the dictates of the Charisma ethos as 

implemented under the regulation of Janis. Janis, which was party to full information from 

the Mavis weather satellites the circling high above, had long since designated everything 

above the waves as hostile, depleted and barren. Thus, in accord with the ‘rules’ embedded in 

her Master Program Janis must actively hinder excursions by inhabitants from the safety 

and comfort of her domain.  
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In the early summer of 3015, Aquopolis could be found in the vastness of the South 

Atlantic Ocean, near to what had once been called the Falkland Islands. Living in the 

claustrophobic conditions of Aquopolis soon became irksome to Seamus and his yearning to 

re-visit the EuroCorp bio-bubble of his beloved Long Island, (the string of islands then called 

the Outer Hebrides off the west coast of Scotland), began to dominate his mind. He decided 

to act. By stealth, in slow and careful stages, Seamus collected suitable true humans, to be 

sealed from the rest of the world by the high security force field which surrounded Long 

Island which he renamed The Nuists. 
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Renaissance 
 

 

 

The “New Imperative”, inaugurated on 12th April 2892, stated a “New Earth” must exist, 

and accordingly it must be found. From this logic derived the whole “Directed Purpose” of 

Charisma Council, which was pursued on two fronts: 

 

Discovery: this area, led by Seamus and his Sub-Committee, was dedicated to the creation 

and launch of intergalactic probes from Aquopolis as part of the search for this New Earth. 

Their design had been refined over centuries and was now fixed. The construction, calibration, 

programming and launch of these missiles had become a fully automated routine process 

controlled by the Hondavis sub-system. Seamus knew the odds were set against success and 

let the process run itself, seldom reading the Janis reports. 

 

Colonisation: led by Felix this was dedicated to creating his “New Humans”. Being an 

introverted loner, Felix did not encourage other Charisma Councillors to participate in his work, 

relying solely on his team of super-androids, technodroids and specialised robots. When 

challenged to report on his progress, he ignored all requests although rumours raced around 

from time to time suggesting he was on the brink of success.  

 

With Andersonoid’s secret colony of real humans hidden on The Nuists, the race was on to 

be the first to initiate a renaissance of new humans.  
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The Nuists 

 
The Nuists was a ‘pure’ community of humans, without HumaDroids or androids or modern 

technology of any kind. 

 

The sealed records of Googlistory could show this remote archipelago on the north-

western edge of the Old Europe had once been called the Outer Hebrides. In older times still 

when it had been controlled by the Vikings, it had been called the Long Island, stretching 200 

kilometres from the Butt of Lewis in the North to Barra Head in the South.  

 

The Nuists were enclosed by a strong translucent dome. This bio-bubble had been 

constructed originally in the middle of the twenty-second century, by the long defunct 

EuroCorp. Its original purpose was to provide a ‘natural’ playground for its directors, senior 

managers and their families, a safe haven where a themed holiday could be enjoyed, based on 

the simplistic life of a community in the early twentieth century. To make The Nuists habitable 

Euro-Corp had spent vast sums to rid it of the dreaded Scottish midge (Culicoides impunctatus) 

and the equally vicious species of Scottish Horse-Flies or Cleggs (such as Aedes Punctor and 

its ilk). 

 

Its current inhabitants knew nothing of this dome which both protected and isolated them. 

They called their ‘horizon’ The Orstal, the perimeter where the shell extended fifty metres 

below the surface of the surrounding seas, anchored to the seabed. Nor did they understand 

it was at The Orstal interface the weather for The Nuists was ‘manufactured’ according to a 

rigid schedule determined by the position of the sun and moon.  

 

The resulting simulated weather conditions allowed the entire chain of islands to function 

in a predictable and near natural environment which supported their farming and fishing 

activities, in season. Since The Orstal was at least three days sailing in any direction in practice 

it was unreachable because of the weather pattern which generated high onshore winds from 

mid-afternoon each day.  

 

Building on the early work of the simple theme park infrastructure, Seamus had directed 

the lives of the population of The Nuists along the model developed by the Amish people in the 

early twentieth century. Like the Amish the clans on The Nuists lived free of electricity, 

computers, external entertainment and disruptions.  

 

Chronic ailments and infections had been eliminated by long running centuries of the 

matching process and by the protection afforded by the bio-bubble. In addition, by careful 

exposure to introduced infections and viruses, the resistance of the population had been 

strengthened. As a result, by design and nurture, most people lived long and healthily to around 

ninety years until their last few weeks of pain-free but rapid and peaceful decline.  
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Unknown to the world, and unknowing of the world, these rescued humans had gradually 

reverted into simple territorial clans with their culture and beliefs based on those of the 

Vikings. It was an arrangement which had worked well for everyone, Seamus believed. At the 

forthcoming Solstice, on the 21st of June 3015, the brain of James Hilliard Anderson would be 

1070 years old. For centuries beyond recall his birthday visits to The Nuists had been the 

highlight his life and he now thought of the islanders as his people, his extended family.  

 

When Jim Anderson discovered his own genes had been initially flawed, he had conserved 

a vast stock of his sperm, believing in a future then only predicted. On becoming Seamus 

Andersonoid, he had continued to deny himself children, ruthlessly using his many subsequent 

marriages to humans to further his powerbase.  

 

Later, when reliable DNA Correction had made it possible, he had altered and strengthen 

his precious seed and had continued to conserve it for The Nuists project, establishing the 

Blessing Ritual during the Solstice Celebrations. He continually congratulated himself he had 

not been promiscuous, donating his seed only when he had proved to himself it was beneficial, 

justified, according to the matching process. As a result, the people of The Nuists were mostly 

of themselves, grown from their own stock, as it should be. He chose his wives from the special 

ones, those he had selected to breed future leaders, according to agreed rules of the Book of 

Records.  

 

It had taken Andersonoid fifteen generations to create a stable and healthy population, 

its size matched to the renewable natural resources in the bio-bubble. Of course, the endless 

abundance nuclear fusion energy at The Orstal power plant had helped, allowing the weather 

to be controlled, programmed.  

 

During the preceding century, despite what Mavis had transmitted to Janis, the Old 

Earth’s climate, although not quite perfect, had settled to a new stasis and Terropolis was now 

suitable for re-colonisation, Seamus judged.  

 

The time to act was now, to ensure he succeeded before Felix. To add to his nights of 

pleasuring at the Solstice Celebrations, there would be excellent trout too, the best of the 

lochs preserved unfished, awaiting his arrival.  
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Longing 
 

 

 

In Aquopolis Don-Angi’s ‘Wait’ iteration sub-routine expired.  

 

On cue the android repeated his earlier question.  

 

‘Welcome back, Faclan. And which body will you be wearing?’  

 

A new ‘Wait’ sequence began. 

 

Ten minutes later the reply came in a slow, bass register, a voice resonant with authority, 

by design. 

 

‘I’ll go as MacDonald, as I always do,’ said Seamus. 

‘Faclan, I am compelled to advise the old MacDonald body it is not what it once was. I’ve 

done what I can but the energy pack is unreliable, the joints are subject to intermittent binding 

and the technodroids reports confirm it is not . . ..’ 

‘Do it!’ boomed the disembodied skull. 

 

Don-Angi lifted the head and carefully attached it to the waiting Droid body, transforming 

Seamus Andersonoid into the impressive two metres tall Fergus Thorsten MacDonald, Lord of 

The Nuists, complete with day kilt and plaid. He also wore a small side sword, a genuine weapon 

fashioned in the mid-eighteenth century and which had seen action at Culloden. 

 

      oo0oo 

 

Lord Fergus and Don-Angi stood by the pod. The robots and technodroids checked the 

vessel and loaded the gear. The surveillance system at Dock 49 was transmitting a ‘blank’ to 

the Undersea Control Centre which in turn recorded this ‘nil activity’ to the Janis database. 

  

‘Your Lordship, may I ask of you this one last time, will you not be changing your mind and 

use your best body. The old carcass you are wearing is highly unreliable, sir. The getting of the 

replacement elements is not such an easy thing to do in these times. And it is not possible to 

be running a full corpus test without drawing attention to you, sir. I am worrying at myself 

constantly about its integrity and functionality, sir. These old fashioned ‘warm-blooded’ bodies 

are inefficient, as you will know, sir. I hate this one of mine. And are you remembering, sir, 

wearing it I am not having the full capabilities for your protection?’ 

 

‘Enough, man! My mind is made up. These islanders have sharp eyes and an excellent sense 

of smell. They would notice at once if we used our modern bodies. Unlike us they are used to 
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folks getting slower, less energetic as they get older. Used wisely we have sufficient power to 

see us through our six-week window, enough to get them fully orientated. Get to it, man!’ 

 

      oo0oo 

 

Once in the craft, Lord Fergus and Don-Angi lay back as the restraints folded over them, 

cocooning them. The launch process began: the seals were made and tested, the chamber 

flooded. The robots manipulated the vessel into the launch tube which then fired the vessel at 

reduced speed to prevent excessive G-forces on Lord Fergus’s delicate brain tissues.  

 

Free of Aquopolis, the submarine drifted clear, as if were a passing cetacean. An hour later 

and undetected by the Aquopolis sensors, it accelerated to 100 kph and headed out on the five-

day journey.  

 

Don-Angi powered down to ‘watch mode’. Now Seamus was physically active again, it felt 

good, natural. He was glad he had insisted on using this old body, for the sheer joy of being 

near human again. His hand found his member and he rubbed and tugged it to ‘life’, caressing 

himself, seeking comfort. 

 

These biogenesis renewals always threw up unpleasant memories of loss and past failures. 

Additionally, there was the nagging worry about what might have happened during this latest 

sixty-day outage. Seamus could not settle, his mind flashing backwards and forwards as he 

checked everything, looking for flaws. If this visit went as planned, the Charisma Council would 

soon be irrelevant and he would return to dismantle the Janis and Mavis systems, to give his 

new humans the fresh start they deserved. His mind was ranging ahead to consider these 

challenges, racing into overload as it often did when he became excited.   

 

To calm himself Seamus used a favourite ploy. From his digital archive he searched the 

images of the latest batch of Matching Maidens to be presented at the forthcoming Blessing 

Ritual. When he found her, he connected the sack to his member. This sack contained the 

precious remnant of his corrected seed. Focusing on her lithe body, her pert mouth and her 

sweet melodic voice, he executed a manual test to be sure his member was functioning 

correctly. Following the ‘rush’, he carefully harvested the ejected seed and recycled it into the 

sack. 

 

Seamus Andersonoid enjoyed music of all kinds, particularly Scottish music of his own 

human youth. These sounds filled his mind with renewed images of the Matching Maidens 

reeling and displaying themselves to him. Like trout fishing, this music was a bond which held 

him to his Scottish roots and to his adopted Hebrides. Soon it would be the Solstice Night and 

the Grand Ceilidh, followed by the long nights of the Blessing Ritual. As he watched her swirl 

and spin and his urge grew again.  

 

The submarine raced on through the silent waters. Seamus visited and revisited this 

testing procedure, seeking repeated re-assurance of his restored virility. 
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      oo0oo 

 

The craft slowed and approached the bio-bubble with care.   

 

Now he was near to her again, his mind filled with the image of his special one. His Lord 

Fergus body reacted, bringing him to a state of high arousal, both mental and physical.  

 

He lived for these sudden surges of ‘human emotion’.  
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Earth Mother 

 
 

A tall slim girl and a dog climbed the low hill in search of her sheep and goats.  

 

In appearance she was a true Viking maiden, with long gold-blonde hair over a strong face, 

laughing blue eyes and a creamy pink complexion. Although her beauty was well known 

throughout The Nuists, because of her sharp tongue and outspokenness Marianne was not 

universally liked. Most women who were allowed to enter a breeding marriage were placid, 

compliant, grateful to be chosen. Such women were polar opposites of Marianne MacLeod who 

was one of the few women in living memory to be ‘disciplined’ and survive the ordeal. Among 

some of the men, and most of the women, this young woman was feared, and the old word ‘witch’ 

had been whispered in the secrecy of many homes. 

 

The girl saw her animals in the distance, scattered in a mixed flock, picking their way along 

the shoreline, eating seaweed. The onshore breeze was fresh but warm. At The Orstal 

rainclouds were building, which happened every day in early summer. This soft rain would fall 

in the early hours before dawn, as it always did. 

 

The breeze dropped to a whisper and Marianne MacLeod threw herself onto the heather. 

Lying on her back she watched the huge bird as it soared above her, circling lazily as it did 

every day at this noon quiet hour when the weather became suddenly almost perfect. The collie 

crept close and put his head on her stomach. 

 

Urtoo was not merely a surveillance Drone. It was also an automated warden, programmed 

to administer punishment to humans detected breaking the rules. If, for example, groups of 

men were observed fighting each other, or breaking other taboos, justice was meted out in 

summary fashion.  

 

Urtoo carried only one weapon, designed by Seamus Andersonoid. Tongue in cheek he had 

named it SMUDGE. The weapon comprised dozens of small translucent sacks, each containing 

millions of tiny drones called Smidges, barely visible to the human eye. Each tiny drone had 

jaws lined with high tensile steel teeth capable of chewing through clothing, flesh and bone. A 

single swarm could reduce a human to a mere smudge of red in less than a minute. Each swarm 

was led by a single larger targeting Drone with the appearance of a Clegg of old. Under the 

control of the Urtoo the Clegg led the swarm of Midge to the selected target.  

 

On release, high above the miscreants, these translucent sacks were invisible and as they 

drifted away from Urtoo, the swarm of mechanized midges chewed through the material and 

followed the guide drone to the selected target. No connection was made between the Sea-

Eagle Drone Urtoo and the effect of the SMUDGE weapon. Those who had witnessed such 

punishments were reinforced in their beliefs of the power of Oden. Over time the level of 
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‘public crime’ in The Nuists diminished near to zero. When misdemeanours occurred, usually 

involving adultery or unauthorised sex, they were always perpetrated behind closed doors. 

       

oo0oo 

 

The young woman sat up and cupped the dog’s head in her hands. ‘Flit, why does this noon-

calm happen every day, just as Urtoo comes to see us? It’s like everything else here in The 

Nuists, it’s simply not real.  Why can’t they see it? Why do the Elders try to fool us into 

believing the stupid and contradictory sagas of the Norsemen? Why can we never reach past 

The Orstal before darkness? And soon, when Lord Fergus comes with Uncle Don-Angi, we will 

be expected to listen to him talking down at us, as if we are children, as if he knows everything. 

Where does he come from? Why are we never allowed to ask him? Oh Flit, why do they not see 

it? Why won’t they listen to me? Thank Oden DonnieB is at last beginning to understand.’ The 

dog yawned, licked his lips, curled into a ball and fell fast asleep. 

 

The sun was approaching its summer solstice, marking the time for the unpermitted males 

and females to be neutered and the wild Solstice Celebrations to begin. She looked out to sea 

and saw the distant speck of her future husband’s red and yellow sail among the others. 

DonnieB’s boat would be full of fish, as it always was during the fishing season. The boats never 

sailed further than the fishing grounds. Gone were the old days when The Norsemen sailed to 

and from distant lands. As expected, the line of sails filled and their outlines became sharper 

as the strengthening onshore breeze brought them back to the landing stage, where the ponies 

grazed, waiting to haul the boats to the safety of the boat shelters placed high above the 

flood line caused by the storm force gales which came every night except during the summer 

Solstice Celebrations.  

 

Although there was always food enough for everyone and life was easy, Marianne MacLeod 

found the dulling sameness of The Nuists to be boring and frustrating. Life on these islands 

would never satisfy her. “There must be more”, she had screamed at them repeatedly at her 

trial three years earlier. The Elders had insisted no one should try to return to those olden 

times. To do so would risk the wrath of Oden. Instead they must give thanks to Oden for his 

bounty and accept the restrictions living here involved. But if Lord Fergus and Uncle Don Angi 

could leave and return each year, she had argued at her trial, then surely an expedition should 

be attempted to travel in search of other peoples, other lands? It was this heresy which had 

led to her punishment, Oden’s ‘trail by exposure’ which meant she had been chained naked to 

the punishment rock on the summit of Ben Urtoo for three days and nights during the storms 

of the winter solstice. Her survival had made her famous. 

 

After they had been betrothed, when she was alone with Donnie B, she had cajoled him 

into agreeing that after they were married they must at least try to sail to The Orstal and 

beyond. It was acknowledged by everyone that his boat was the best in the fleet. The time to 

do this would be at the solstice, when the winds dropped to a pleasant breeze, even during the 

nights. It was this thought and her forthcoming marriage which filled her mind. It had taken 

weeks of persuasion to get him to agree to her demand.  
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The girl turned away from watching the fleet, rolled onto her side, reached into the secret 

pocket hidden in the folds of her dress, and took out her ‘treasure find’. She stared at it for 

the hundredth time and her eyes closed. She began to daydream. Punished for speaking out, 

she had learned to keep her dreams to herself, shared them only with Flit. 

 

At twenty-five, DonnieB MacIver was tall, broad shouldered, with light sandy hair and dark 

brown faithful eyes.  Marianne would be twenty-two at her marriage. Following the usual testing 

rites at puberty, DonnieB had been permitted to remain as a full man and now, after his waiting 

period, DonnieB and Marianne had been approved by the Elders as a Matching and Mating 

couple. Twelve months earlier, after Lord Fergus’s annual visit, DonnieB had been given 

permission to court her. It was fully understood this must never include mating; the girl must 

remain a virgin until after the Blessing Ritual. As everyone knew, this ‘matching’ was conducted 

by the full Council of the Elders in accordance with the strict rules set out in the Book of 

Records. Such decisions must then be approved and authorised by Lord Fergus. Only then would 

she be allowed to marry.  

 

       oo0oo 

 

Time passed.      

 

The Sun began to dip and the wind strength increased. The air temperature began to drop 

steadily, bringing Marianne back to the present.  

 

Despite her restlessness Marianne knew she was lucky. Although DonnieB McIver had been 

picked for her, at least she liked him. He was strong and good looking, and always did everything 

she asked of him without complaint. Although he was a slow thinker, he could be funny with his 

old-fashioned sayings, on occasion even making her laugh. He seemed to understand the little 

she had revealed. Perhaps she would show him her special stone, but only after they were 

married and she was sure he was good at mating and could make strong babies.  

 

She had been warned by her father she would have to submit to Lord Fergus’s Blessing 

Ritual. In secret, most women said it was wonderful but a few grumbled it was not as nice as 

they had hoped for because he was ‘too soft’ in his manhood. 
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Arrival 
 

 

 

Rockall, the outermost islet of The Nuists was a place unknown to the people of The Nuists. 

At nine o’clock on the morning of the sixteenth of June 3015, the mini-submarine slipped 

through the undersea entry port and surfaced in the docking cavern which had been hollowed 

out inside the tiny fragment of inhospitable granite which had never been colonised by humans. 

 

Lights came on and a robot arm activated to lift the vessel onto the cradle resting on a 

wide ledge. Its canopy opened; Don-Angi re-activated and transferred their gear into what 

appeared to be a fishing boat of the kind owned by DonnieB. The prow of the boat had been 

carved into an effigy of a bird.  

 

“The Cormorant” however, was not a simple fishing boat. It was powered by a tiny nuclear 

fusion plant driving hundreds of near silent pumped jets set in rows along each side of the boat, 

below the waterline. The rock fissure slid open and The Cormorant slipped out heading for The 

Nuists. When required it could reach speeds of up to 50 knots. Shortly before the boat became 

visible from the shore, the jets were switched off and the auto-control system unfurled the 

sails which filled in the strengthening afternoon breeze, driving the vessel shoreward. 

 

Two hundred meters from the landing stage, The Cormorant turned head to wind and her 

sails furled. A locally built wooden rowing boat was lowered from a derrick and Don-Angi 

transferred their gear. Everything they carried and wore was authentic, dating from the early 

twentieth century, including their vintage angling equipment. Don-Angi rowed them up onto the 

white sand beach. The Cormorant unfurled her sails and tacked off to the horizon, back to her 

dock at Rockall, sailing under the control of her onboard computer system.  

 

Above them Urtoo, soared lazily, streaming video images to The Orstal monitoring pod for 

upward transmission to a Mavis communications satellite spinning 35.4 kilometres above in geo-

stationary orbit. This data was stored unread: Lord Fergus had no need to view what he could 

see through the high-powered lenses of his android eyes. 

 

The girl was there again, with a dog, lying among the boulders on the hill, watching as she 

had done every year since she was eight years old. Hauling together Fergus and Don-Angi made 

a show of dragging the rowing boat above the tideline, acting as if human. It was a task which 

Don-Angi could have achieved alone, with great ease.  

 

As a child, Marianne had always raced down, pleased to be the first to greet them. Today 

she remained hidden, watching, trying to make sense of what she saw, trying to understand the 

subtle differences which made these strangers so completely different from everyone else. 

She could never go back to being the girl she had been the previous year, when she had found 

the dull grey stone which showed bright pictures and streams of numbers which altered when 
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she poked at them with her fingers causing the stone to emit beeps before becoming silent 

again until a further day had passed when the pictures and numbers re-appeared unbidden.  

 

She watched closely as the visitors swung their bags up onto their shoulders. She was 

hoping they would drop something else, something which would help her to make her stone give 

up its secrets. 

 

From Ben Urtoo, (Hill of the Sea Eagle), the skirl of a lone piper sounded and the ritual 

began. The two men on the beach stopped, raised their right arms and waved up to the piper. 

This act was followed by the sounding of the Great Longhorn, a ten-meter tube fashioned from 

a whale’s jawbone. The low haunting sound carried beyond the heather and peat bogs, to be 

caught and repeated up and down The Nuists by other lesser longhorns, signalling the Elders 

to make their way to the Round House to meet with Lord Fergus for the Solstice Celebrations. 

 

From now until Lord Fergus left them, the weather would remain calm and the nights still 

and rain-free. Each day the sun would traverse a clear blue sky and the birds would sing from 

dawn till dusk and beyond.  

 

Night after night the Solstice Ceilidhs would take place in every community throughout 

The Nuists.  

 

Those Matching Maidens chosen to meet Lord Fergus would make their way to his room 

within the Round House to receive his Personal Blessing.  

 

Those in the community who were guilty of misdemeanours would be brought before him 

for punishment, which could include death by the Great Axe, wielded reluctantly but with fierce 

energy by a sad Don-Angi on the summit of Ben Urtoo, at the punishment stone. 

 

During Lord Fergus’s visit, Urtoo would fly continuously, even during the glimmer of the 

nights, never landing. Should anyone try to row or sail to the Orstal they would be SMUDGE’d.  
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Council of the Elders 
 

 

 

The Round House was full.  

 

This was the largest and most important structure on The Nuists, the centre of 

government, the place where, symbolically, justice was dispensed.  

 

The huge structure was fashioned from the longest pieces of wood the community owned, 

spliced and bound together with precious pins of iron, a rare commodity, hoarded for special 

purposes. It was one of very few buildings above ground and its roof and walls were fully braced 

to withstand the buffeting from ferocious winter gales which often raged for days. During 

these times, when the sun appeared for only a few hours a day, families retreated with their 

animals into their underground homes and huddled around peat fires, sipped ale and retold the 

sagas of the Norsemen. 

 

The Council of Elders sat in two curved rows each of twenty-five seats, ranged on either 

side of Lord Fergus who stood on a raised platform above them. Don-Angi stood behind him, to 

his right side, holding the Long Rod, topped by an effigy of a perching Urtoo. As the mature 

daughter of Faclan Alexander MacLeod, Leader of the Council, Marianne exercised her 

privilege and stood watching from the shadows. This was only her second time of observing the 

full Council in session.    

 

‘Lord Fergus, on behalf of your Council, I offer our warmest best wishes on your return to 

us.’ 

‘Thank you, Faclan MacLeod. It is always a great pleasure to be here among my friends 

again. I see you and your fellow Councillors are in good health. Ah, and there is a new face here 

amongst us!’ 

‘Yes, Lord Fergus. You may recall last year Elder Donald Brelough was not with us, due to 

illness. Shortly after your visit he died, peacefully, after a long life. His replacement for 

Stronsavar in the North is Elder Peggy Vannersnood. Come forward Peggy, please.’ 

‘Welcome to the Great Council, Peggy Vannersnood. Your Great-Great-Grandfather Lars 

was a Councillor, if I recall?’ 

‘Yes, Lord Fergus, he served under you for thirty-nine years.’ 

‘And are you a family woman, Peggy? I don’t remember seeing you before.’ 

‘No, Lord Fergus, sadly I was not chosen. But in one important sense I have benefited. Now 

I am their Elder I have many families to care for. I am yet only fifty-five years, so may, if I 

am lucky, out-serve Great-Great-Grandfather Lars.’ 

‘Perhaps you shall, Peggy, perhaps you shall. Now, Faclan MacLeod, shall we have our 

defaulters first and be rid of the unpleasantness before the celebrations begin?’ 

 

      oo0oo 
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Marianne listened and watched while her father summoned the prisoners in turn. Most of 

them she knew by sight; a few she had met. Most of their misdemeanours were minor, trivial 

in her view, and should never have reached the Council. With so little wrong-doing, it seemed 

to her some Elders were almost pleased to have something to offer the Council in order to 

demonstrate their vigilance.  

 

The hours ticked by towards late afternoon as Lord Fergus used each opportunity to 

moralise and hark back yet again to the lessons of the Old Norse Sagas.  

 

 The last of the prisoners was an odd-looking man with long shining blue-black hair tied in 

a ponytail with a blue ribbon. He was wearing a soft leather toga secured with a blue coloured 

rope. His shoes were strange too, made of wood with blue cord bindings which wound round his 

calves. Marianne had never seen such shoes or bindings before and thought they must be 

uncomfortable to wear.  

 

Elder Nor Taymon from Barratualla spoke as his accuser: 

 

‘Four weeks ago this man was caught stealing a boat from our protected harbour. He is a 

stranger to us. He chooses to remain silent and will not tell us where he is from. I think he has 

the look of a Northerner, but his green eyes say he is probably from Becculah.’ 

 

A quiet murmur began and was silenced by Don-Angi thudding Long Rod on the floor. 

Stealing a boat was a serious crime, punishable by death unless there were mitigating 

circumstances.  

 

‘Well, young man, what do you say, before we send you to the Great Axe?’ said Lord Fergus. 

 

All eyes now peered at the man who stared straight ahead and made no response. 

   

‘Is this man deaf and dumb, perhaps?’ 

‘No, Lord Fergus, he seems to hear well enough when called to eat food, and he has been 

heard to sing when he thought he was alone.’ 

‘May I assume none of the other Elders recognise him as one of their own?’ 

 

Heads shook accompanied by mutters of: “No, not one of mine, thanks be to Thor.”   

 

‘This is your last chance, young man. If you remain silent I will take it as a sign of your guilt 

and you will die on Ben Urtoo at noon tomorrow, in accordance with our Code’, boomed Lord 

Fergus’s voice. 

 

The odd man did not reply. 
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Don-Angi hammered Long Rod onto the wooden deck five times and everyone rose to their 

feet for the Judgment. Marianne could not comprehend why the man remained silent. She 

craned her neck above the others to look at him. As she did so the prisoner turned his head 

and his eyes bored directly into hers. Her heart gave a jolt. There was power in this man, 

something absent from everyone she had ever met.   

 

‘Take him away and prepare him for the Great Axe,’ thundered Lord MacDonald. 
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Perfect Match 

 
 

From the meeting of their eyes in the Round House she was compelled to see the prisoner 

again. At his trial, somehow, the man had ‘spoken’ to her, telling her his name was Rangul. Taking 

food and beer from her mother’s kitchen to the prisoner had been risky, especially telling the 

guards she had been sent by her father to relieve them. She had never lied before and was 

sure they would notice. 

 

She stood in silence a few feet from him, staring through the metal grille in the stout 

wooden door which confined him. Rangul’s eyes took hold of her. His power massaged her mind, 

manipulating it, imprinting information. Her questions did not need to be vocalised, she 

discovered. He had converted her: they could communicate without speaking. It was called 

telepathy, a word which she had never heard of before and which, without explanation, she 

understood, like many other things which had been hidden. 

 

She heard the soft tread of approach through the heather and sensed Uncle Don-Angi, 

knowing from Rangul this non-human was highly dangerous. Perhaps she had always known.  She 

thought her encounter with Rangul must have lasted many hours but now realised it had lasted 

only minutes. During this ‘melding of their minds’ they had exchanged secrets, hopes, dreams, 

and intimate desires. In this short and intense period of intimacy Rangul had explained 

everything. It had been the happiest, most exhilarating experience of her short life. Marianne 

now understood The Nuists were the incestuous domain of Lord Fergus, a breeding ground 

directed by his whim, and realised the trajectory which had been had intended for her life.  It 

was as she had always known: Lord Fergus and Don-Angi were fakes, not real people like her 

and Rangul. Everything here on The Nuists had been designed to constrain and control her, 

make her a prisoner, to steal her freedom, and deny her choice. She had been right to oppose 

them.  

 

‘Oh, it’s your ownself then, Marianne. The guards said you were after dismissing them. I 

came to check you are safe.’  

‘Uncle Don-Angi, the prisoner refuses to eat or drink.’ 

‘So be it, Marianne. Such is often being the way with the some of them. It could be he’s a 

religious type, fasting, one after the old ways? Just you be leaving him to contemplate his fate 

and off you go, lassie. Lord Fergus is waiting for you. It’s time for the dance of the Matching 

Maidens. I’ll be having a quiet word with this stranger, settle him for the night. Off with you 

now Marianne Macleod, get away now and see to enjoying yourself, lassie. You must be putting 

this renegade out of your mind now, girl.’ 

 

Her mind filled with the stranger’s request and keeping up the pretence she laughed and 

skipped away obediently, heading in the direction of the Round House. 
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With the girl now gone, Don-Angi moved to the door, peered through the grille. The sound 

which emitted from the prisoner was a high burbling, modulating whistle, above human range, 

pitched at Don-Angi’s resonant control frequency. The android’s re-orientation took less than 

thirty seconds. Don-Angi opened the door and Rangul ran after the girl.  

 

On leaving, Marianne had not gone far. As soon as she was out of Don-Angi’s line of sight 

she had looped back, moving quickly. Looking down from the hillock at the prison cell, she saw 

Don-Angi slam the door shut. It did not make sense. Had he entered and killed or assaulted 

Rangul? Is that what the android had meant by settling him for the night? She gasped as she 

watched as Don-Angi insert the iron locking pins top and bottom and bend them easily with his 

bare hands, so they could not be lifted out. She sensed that Rangul was still alive but 

distressed. Don-Angi wrenched huge boulders out of the hillside, placing them in a high pile in 

front of the gate to make it impossible for anyone to gain access to the man. Any one of these 

stones would require ten ponies to haul it clear. It would take days to release the stranger 

from his incarceration, if he survived.  

 

Marianne now knew what Rangul had transmitted was true – Uncle Don-Angi was not human. 

He was what was called an android. The android sprinted off into the gloom, no longer the old, 

slow-moving man he had pretended to be. With Rangul beyond saving, she would have to fight 

them alone.   

 

Marianne turned away, despair creeping into her heart. Instantly this dull ache was 

replaced with joy as Rangul stepped from the gloom and cradled her in his arms. As they kissed, 

a male cuckoo boomed his call from the hillside far above them. Nearby, a female answered 

with her rich bubbling chuckle, a sound seldom heard by humans. With their eyes locked Rangul 

stepped back, and held out his open palm. She reached into her secret pocket and handed over 

the dull flat grey stone. 

 

Rangul spoke for the first time, in a warm baritone. ‘As Felix predicted – it’s an ancient HP-

Dell Vantis. We had one of these at the Academy. Only those with faulty Wi-Fi cards survived. 

They are very simple, made for children. As I recall they seem to respond positively to impact 

stress.’ 

 

He smashed the grey stone down onto a boulder and it bounced into the heather. 

 

‘NO! No, Rangul, please don’t,’ she cried out. ‘You’ll ruin it. If you wait it will show pictures 

and numbers, as I told you.’ 

‘Bring it! Please.’ 

 

It was glowing brightly, easy to find.  

 

When she touched the screen the message appeared:    
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“Tell me what you want.” 

 

‘Can it hear me?’ 

‘It will only respond to the designated person, which I assume is you, and only when you are 

when holding it.’ 

‘Tell me about Lord Fergus Thorsten MacDonald,’ she asked. 

 

The page opened with a picture of a small crumpled man, smiling from a pain-racked face. 

Or perhaps it was a grimace. He was in a motorized wheelchair, with a first version of the 

android Uncle Don-Angi standing beside him. They stood under a sign which read: 

 

“The Dysart Foundation welcomes Dr James Hilliard Anderson.” 

 

She read on and Rangul moved to her side to read with her.  

 

The sun dropped below The Orstal and the sky turned to red, orange then silvery blue.   

 

‘By Thor, this has been going on forever! I knew it was wrong. I told Flit years ago. But 

what was Lord Fergus planning to do next?’ 

‘I would say maybe he is worn out by it all, maybe he wants you to take over from him. Why 

else would he let you have the Vantis?’ 

‘No, he dropped it, by accident. He thinks it’s lost.’ 

‘Sorry, Marianne, but no, he has been tracking it. It has been repaired and altered. He 

knows it has been activated by you and exactly where it is. Look, see this pulsing tree sign?’ 

‘He knows we’re here?’ 

 

The bushes rustled behind them. 

 

‘Yes, my child,’ said Lord Fergus. 

‘Aha! The Faclan of Aquopolis, Seamus Andersonoid, the Grand Schemer,’ said Rangul. 

‘So, you choose to speak at last! Who are you, stranger?’ 

‘You would not understand, even if I chose to explain, which I do not.’ 

‘What have you done with Don-Angi? He does not respond to my summons.’ 

‘The ‘droid has certain new priorities to attend to,’ said Rangul.  

‘You’ve re-programmed him?’ 

‘If you like to describe it as such, yes.’  

‘Are you HumaDroid?’ 

‘No, fully human, like Marianne here.’ 

‘Are you of The Nuists?’ 

‘No.’ 

‘Where?’ demanded Lord Fergus. 
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Rangul shook his head, pursed his lips, whistled inaudibly and turned to leave, taking 

Marianne by the hand. Marianne caught Rangul’s gaze and the thought with it and threw the 

Vantis across the clearing to Lord Fergus who caught it. 

 

‘Marianne Macleod, come back, it is your destiny, child. You are to receive my Blessing! 

Come back at once! I command you! Come here child! Come, Marianne, come. Do as you are told! 

At once! Come back here at once!’’  
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Freedom 
 

 

 

The remnant of James Hilliard Anderson’s brain embedded in Lord Fergus Thorsten 

MacDonald’s skull ranted in vain.  

 

The young couple had already gone, moving quietly into the glimmer of a still summer’s night.  

 

Lord Fergus tried to follow but found his legs were frozen, reprogrammed by the whistle 

from Rangul.  

 

The HumaDroid’s grip failed. The dull grey stone fell from his hand and bounced off a 

boulder into the heather and shut down forever. If ever found it would look and behave as a 

flat, dull grey heart-shaped stone.   

 

Over the next hour Seamus Andersonoid’s main battery depleted. Soon the back-up 

battery at the base of his skull which supported his cranial/facial area began to fail. He could 

make only slow movements, utter no sound. 

 

Inside Rockall, Don-Angi stowed the rowing boat on the deck of The Cormorant and lashed 

it down. The android re-programmed The Cormorant and sent her out into the darkness. As the 

rock fissure closed, Don-Angi moved to The Orstal control panel, entered the security code, 

punched in the series of codes required to initiate controlled shutdown of the nuclear fusion 

power plant located on the seabed.   

 

Don-Angi then switched himself off completely, the equivalent of suicide for an android. 

In the darkness of the cavern his remains toppled over and lay on the ledge beside the small 

submarine.  

 

Without power The Orstal would become unstable. 

 

Two hours before dawn a series of loud explosions from the direction of The Orstal was 

followed by a short flash of searing fluorescent greens and purples which glowed briefly then 

faded as the bio-bubble shattered into its constituent molecules and was wafted away on the 

strong breeze, the harbinger of a natural summer storm brewing hundreds of miles away in the 

South West Atlantic. 

 

Lord Fergus witnessed these happenings; with the last dregs of the energy left to him, 

turned his head to the West. A victory smile formed on his lips, or perhaps it was a grimace. 

The remnant human mind of James Hilliard Anderson, the short, slightly build GP from Muir of 

Ord, near Inverness, decided he must believe he had achieved his aim. Now at last it was his 
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time to let go and enjoy what must follow, the thing he had once feared but now hoped for, the 

rest and peace of perpetual nothingness.  

 

As the sun spilled light into the sky vault from the east, The Cormorant returned to The 

Nuists and, for the first time ever, came close to the landing stage. Rangul and Marianne leapt 

aboard, followed by a happy barking collie. The vessel turned to the south-west, directly into 

the stiffening breeze. Picking up speed, it was soon over the horizon. 
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Legacy 
  

 

 

 

A few hours before noon, a child found Lord Fergus standing frozen, his gold-blonde hair 

wet with rain and his fearsome blue eyes focused on the far distance.  

 

After removing the huge boulders to confirm the prison was empty, the people of The 

Nuists searched everywhere for Marianne, Don-Angi and the Prisoner. Eventually they 

concluded Oden had punished them although SMUDGE traces were never found.   

 

With Lord Fergus’s death everything changed.  

 

Urtoo no longer came. 

 

There were no night winds and no routine early morning rains.  

 

The Orstal had disappeared. 

 

To the East and South dark outlines of other lands could be seen in the distance. 

 

When they discovered Lord Fergus was not like them and could not lay him out for burial, 

they held many long and fractious Council meetings with his remains standing in their midst.  

 

In the end they resolved to move him to the top of Ben Urtoo, where they placed him 

staring out to sea, as he had been when the child found him, his face fixed in a smile. Some 

said it was a grimace.  

 

      oo0oo 

 

Within three months The Clan Wars began. 

 

The MacIver rose against the MacLeod and slaughtered them. 

 

DonnieB MacIver became the dominant figure and took to himself seven wives, intent on 

creating the dynasty he had secretly always planned. Those who opposed him were captured, 

tortured and then beheaded at the punishment stone on Ben Urtoo, beside the silent figure of 

Lord Fergus Thorsten MacDonald. 

 

Oden did not intervene and was deemed to be on the side of the victor. 
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Within a year the Round House was no more, destroyed by arson during a guerrilla attack 

by the MacLeods from the norther-most islands of The Nuists. Further punishments followed. 

DonnieB insisted on wielding the Great Axe, claiming this right as their Faclan.  

 

He was already scheming. When he was certain The Nuists had been secured, DonnieB 

planned to form a small fleet of raiders and sail to The Distant Lands outlined against The New 

Orstal and seek his destiny.  

 

Mavis watched and reported everything to Rangul, who had inherited the leadership of The 

New Humans created by the long-dead Felix. 

 

As Seamus Andersonoid had predicted, Aquopolis gradually wound down and imploded, 

scattering its constituent parts widely across the ocean floor, near the Old Antarctica.   

 

 

 

  

  


